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Increasingly "the science" reconfirms what more and more of us are seeing with our own eyes (yet "our free
press" won't report it—though they WILL, if this clip from Fox News is a sign of change)
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Eric Writes The Imaginary Hobgoblin Dec 26, 2023 · edited Dec 26, 2023

"Experts" are worried? I'm worried about the "experts." They seem to be having great difficulty - on a

grand scale - in connecting one dot to another. (Though they are in near universal agreement in knowing

ABSOLUTELY what it ISN'T). An unprecedented wave of "Baffling Syndrome" is surging through the

worlds medical establishment like a tsunami. Certainly, there's a safe and effective shot for this? They

should mandate it....for the benefit of humanity. 

🤥

 "What's good for the goose....."

LIKE (85) REPLY (6) SHARE

Michael Folks Dec 26, 2023

Threats? Intimidation? Possible loss of credentials, if Truth is known? Something, is being highly

Censored...

LIKE (21) REPLY (2) SHARE

Mark terrell Dec 26, 2023

It is pretty sad that so many "professionals" either have their head up their ass or are so afraid

of the "man" destroying their livelihood that they remain silent - is this the early days of Nazi

Germany or the Soviet union for these people?
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Jamie Simpkins Santos Dec 26, 2023

Please stop denigrating the German people. The same people that brought us the clot shot

are the same people who created the hollowcost myth. Go to CODOH.com for the truth.
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Mark terrell Dec 26, 2023

Nobody is denigrating the German people.
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Jamie Simpkins Santos Dec 26, 2023

By calling them "Nazi's" is denigrating them. General Patton called them a

"Noble" people and said that we fought on the wrong side. They murdered him

for this. Sick and tired of stupid people repeating filthy lies that the Zionist Jews

perpetuate.
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Mark terrell Dec 26, 2023

Huh? I'm talking about people who were silent during the rise of the Nazis

and the rise of the Soviet Communist party. And that so many professional

people are doing that again here there and everywhere while a fascist

Medical Industrial Complex fucks with the world. Or do you somehow think

those Nazis and the Communist Party members were all good people and

the analogy is inaccurate?
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Jamie Simpkins Santos Dec 28, 2023

Hitler was trying to prevent the Zionist Jews from taking over Germany.

He despised their usury, their pornography that they peddled, and,

homosexual lifestyles. Everything we have degenerated into is what he

was trying to stop. Watch Kay Griggs, Benjamin Freedman, Norman

Dodd, read Alison Weir's book, 'Against Our Better Judgment'. There

are so many good people ruined by these Zionist Jews who spoke out

against them throughout history.

I think Salty Dog is angry because he works for them.
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SaltyDog Dec 27, 2023

that dip shit doesn't deserve an explanation...

he or she or whatever Jamie identifies as should write a column about

it and see if anyone reads his BS
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SaltyDog Dec 27, 2023

STFU!
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Eric Writes The Imaginary Hobgoblin Dec 26, 2023

I'm certain ALL of the above....and a touch extra.
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Dan V Dec 26, 2023

Only two dots

Ain't hard
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Eric Writes The Imaginary Hobgoblin Dec 26, 2023 · edited Dec 26, 2023

"Experts" are just now attempting a straight line on the Etch-A-Sketch. Patience, Grasshopper.
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Mckeekitty Dec 26, 2023

When one presents as an "expert" I know to bolt.
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Eric Writes The Imaginary Hobgoblin Dec 26, 2023

Never automatically trust anyone in a lab coat.
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Mckeekitty Dec 26, 2023

I see a lab coat I RUN. FAST!
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AussieManDust Dec 26, 2023

"Baffling epidemic of coincidence"... 

🤷
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pimaCanyon Dec 26, 2023 · edited Dec 26, 2023

good one. yes, we should mandate a shot for them that will restore their lost logical abilities.

Actually, I suspect their logical abilities are fine. We need a shot to restore their courage.
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Edward Bernaysauce Dec 26, 2023

‘courage in a bottle’
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Nicholas Wind Dec 26, 2023

Can't say it better than that.
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Edward Bernaysauce Dec 26, 2023

“ Expert texpert choking smokers

Don’t you think the joker laughs at you? “

;)
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KP Stoller Writes KP’s Substack Dec 26, 2023

Siegel has been a loyal clotshot pusher but many are now concerned they will be held personally liable for

ignoring the severe adverse events from the bioweapon jab. That can be the only explanation.
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Cheeky NonGMO Dec 26, 2023

I noticed he still had to sneak in there that the shots had saved many lives 

🙄
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KP Stoller Writes KP’s Substack Dec 26, 2023

For which is is no data backing up that statement - but the fact that he even mentioned it is

progress.... an intervention that saves lives but kills as many as it saves or more is not an

intervention but a weapon
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Mckeekitty Dec 26, 2023

That's all my 81 year-old Aunt Carol took away from the exchange! The jab saves lives! It is safe,

effective, and depending on where you go, a free donut and nifty sticker may be offered!
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Cat Dec 26, 2023

So disgusting. And with all the sincerity the POS doc could muster up. 

😵💫💉☠
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Donald Wood Writes Donald’s Substack Dec 26, 2023

almost an after thought instead of first and formost
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Cat Dec 26, 2023

Cheeky THEY ARE SO INSULTING TO TGE AUDIENCE BY INSINUATING THE AVERAGE IQ IS

ABOUT 67-69. Let’s face it the average IQ of a MSM audience is about 86 

🙊🙉🙈
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Martin Writes Martin’s Substack Dec 26, 2023

You need a decimal between the 8 and 6
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Cat Dec 27, 2023

Indeed
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Donald Wood Writes Donald’s Substack Dec 26, 2023

that high!
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Cat Dec 27, 2023

Well- they are still breathing
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Donald Wood Writes Donald’s Substack Dec 26, 2023

excellent! KP
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alwayscurious Dec 26, 2023

To me, he appeared to be reading his comments.
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Frontera Lupita Dec 26, 2023

This is one of the myriad reasons, I ditched my cable TV subscription years ago...I couldn’t stand listening

to the drivel on it...I was a loyal MSNBC/PBS/NPR watcher/listener...I ditched them all a long time ago. Now

I want to vomit if I see any of these type of ‘propaganda’ video clips!
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pimaCanyon Dec 26, 2023 · edited Dec 26, 2023

totally agree. Covid has opened many people's eyes to the fact that our MSM is pushing propaganda.

They are mouthpieces for government and Pharma propaganda. Has it always been this way? For the

most part, yes.

Decades ago I remember reading that Russians like to say, "We know our media is lying to us,

feeding us propaganda. But you Americans actually believe your media is telling the truth!"
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Frontera Lupita Dec 26, 2023

Your comment is similar to a conversation I had years ago with some Mexicans when I was living

in Mexico about the corruption in Mexican Government and in their society in general.

They said the difference between Mexico/Mexicans and the US is “we know our government is

corrupt”…that Mexican Presidents leave office having stolen millions of dollars for their own

benefit, and everyone is always in on the mordida (the bite).

“In the US you (most US citizens) think your government and it’sofficials are not corrupt and

that corruption doesn’t exist.”

Well people’s eyes have seriously been opened up about that over the last four years of the

Scamdemic and Widespread Election Fraud!
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moando Dec 28, 2023

Not in my family.....they still completely buy into what CNN & the NYTimes tells them.

Arrogantly, too.

My sister-in-law has had SIX shots and a healthy looking grandchild born to vaxxed

parents. All is still good with the world since these shots are protecting them. Complete

trust in authorities - they have no idea anything is up.

Really disturbing, actually.
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Dan V Dec 26, 2023

Especially when these teleprompter reading gimps have that stupid look of concern on their face.

Or maybe just that stupid look.
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Janet Dec 26, 2023

Not sure why we even have it now. I watch about 3 programs on it and the rest I get on streaming

which even shows the ones I do watch on cable eventually. I can do channel apps on my iPad and

chromecast it to my older Smart TV. I’m sure the cable company has trapped us someway. (We have

internet service with cable but not cell phone. The tech has moved way past me. My last victory was

the chromecast device I had around for a couple of years but only used when I was cut off from

Netflix from code sharing from my daughter’s sub but not from my iPad and phone Netflix app so I

just cast it to the TV. Yuck yuck. 

🤪😏
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Aloe Dec 26, 2023

Dr. Mark Siegel is certainly gulping the Kool-Aid is he not? Sad and pathetic!!! I could barely restrain

myself from shouting while I listened to this brief clip. This is either a crime of omission or commission and

I, of course suspect the latter. If you are a cheerleader for the vaccine and apparently he was, how can you

swallow your pride, your humiliation, and your shame, and now speak the truth? Well, it's about time they

finally discover how!! Shame on you, Dr. Mark Siegel. Shame on you, Fox News.
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JohnS Dec 26, 2023

Siegel - like everyone who shills regularly on Fox - is nothing but a hack. But I’ve found him to be

particularly galling because he’s been reading from the Covid narrative script from day 1.
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Adrian Summers Dec 26, 2023

I have my moments where I just can't read any further the moment that Mark puts up a new article. It's just

all so bloody unsettling, otherworldly, scary and maddening. Tonight, however, things were different (and

perhaps even worse, allow me to describe the scene): I had a Thelonious Monk record playing on the

turntable, a had just lit up a great Cohiba cigar that I'd gotten for my birthday not too long ago and on top

of that, the Mrs. decided to pour us both a glass of a superb single malt Scottish whiskey (no ice!!) - all

this in a setting where there was no TV blaring in the background, no: just the two of us, Monk's music, the

cigar and our drinks. The mere realization of all that goodness made it even more painful to read about all

this misery, pain and suffering of all these beautiful people in the prime of their lives: there we were, both

scrolling through all of Mark's posts (we don't watch TV, we just like to be together, being on our laptops,

usually both reading the same stuff) and I just felt so bad for all these people who succumbed to the shot

or who had lost loved ones to it, that I lost it. Tears running down my face. I thought of all the photos of

people on ventilators, kids dying while playing a game of soccer, young mothers losing their babies, tiktok

videos of sons and daughters in tears who weren't allowed to see their folks when they were on their

deathbed and it just got to me. Let one thing be perfectly clear to all of us, and I'm sure that most readers

here at Mark's Substack understand it, but we are such a beautiful species, capable of so much love and

care, not only for our fellow citizens, but also for our families and friends - if you realize that, you know that

we're talking about a flood of love that has no limits. The clear and obvious evil that came down on us in

the last few years will at some point come back to the ones who unleashed all this on us without limits.

The weirdest thought that I had when I wrote all this, is that at some point I thought that not even the devil

(or satan of you will) could have imagined the level of evil that the medical establishment realized in such

a short period of time. I've never really been a religious person, but I can tell you that ever since I

understood what's been going on, I returned to praying daily and accepted the Lord back into my life. I

don't like to say bad things about people and I believe in forgiving, but honestly: the crowd behind all this

bull crap, evil and misery should rot in hell and I surely hope that the devil will be so pissed off at them,

knowing that they were more evil than he could possibly ever be, that he'll make them suffer for all

eternity.
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SeattleBear Dec 26, 2023

you articulate my feelings better than i could. the planet is going through ptsd
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Johnny Dollar Writes The Goolag Dec 26, 2023

Boy, COVID is nasty. All this could and should have been avoided if people would have just masked up.

Especially in their cars. There would be more Aussies alive if they did. Instead, we have a bunch of selfish

'freedumbers' putting the rest of us responsible heroes in jeopardy. I got my 7th shot to protect everyone

except anti-vaxxers.
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pimaCanyon Dec 26, 2023

welp, you know you're wasting your time. YOUR shot won't work unless I get my shot!
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Dan V Dec 26, 2023

....and if you only have your sixth shot it will disable someone else's seventh and eighth shots.

But your fifth still gives them the efficiency of 7.25 shots
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Jane Dec 26, 2023

Why can’t more people grasp this? It’s simple science!
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John Ransley Writes John’s Substack Dec 26, 2023

I got my 7th jab to save granny
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andrea Writes andrea’s Newsletter Dec 26, 2023

WOW Johnny, your Aussie shots must definitely be a thing!! Protect others - not even yourself!! even

though Pfizer admitted on the European Commission (Jeanine Smally), that they “ hadn’t tested the

shots for efficacy in transmission and protection of covid, since we had to see what happened on the

marked and move in the speed of science…” to put the shots out.. Johnny, You are a hero! keep

taking your great shots! You don’t need to protect us, we will manage (we have had covid and have

excellent natural antibody protection so we don’t pass it on to grandma and our immune suppressed

vaxxed friends..) but Your Aussie Shots surely will help your immune system to produce, covid -

tolerant IgG4 , so you can have ever recurring and increasingly nasty covid infections, antibody

dependant enhancement you know, and eventually you stand a good chance to get a turbo cancer

and/ or heart attack - for good measure! Cheers, happy New Year down under to You Johnny!
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Chris Akin Dec 26, 2023

I was driving down the freeway in the afternoon on Christmas Eve and happened to notice a car ahead of

me that hadn't noticed the cars in his lane were slowing down. It looked like he noticed at the last second

and veered left, but it was too late. He slammed into the rear end of the truck in front of him which spun

directly into my lane. I was going about 50 mph as the truck rolled across my lane. I had about 400 feet in

front of me with 2 lanes to my right that were clear of other cars thankfully which gave me just enough

room to swerve and miss the front end of the truck by about an arm's length. If I had hit the truck, I'd

probably be in the hospital right now, which is most likely where the drivers of the other vehicles involved

in the accident are. All it takes is one person to make a mistake to wreak havoc for other drivers nearby. Be

careful out there.
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Donald Wood Writes Donald’s Substack Dec 26, 2023

I have been hearing for sometime about this kind of driving but not seeing it, now I see lots of. People

driving the wrong way down the one way street is almost a pandemic maybe epidemic of s...t it really

is bad
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andrea Writes andrea’s Newsletter Dec 26, 2023

Maybe instead od speed and drunken driving explore and establish how many of the road accident

victims actually died BEFORE the crash and their cars smashed into the next obstacle because they

weren‘t driven anymore?? Stroke? Heat attack?? Sudden blindness? Paralysis?
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pimaCanyon Dec 26, 2023

indeed. I suspect there are a LOT more of those than there used to be, prior to the death jab rollout.
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Tall Tim Writes Tall Tim Dec 26, 2023

We should remember that the gain-of-function virus was created to disable/weaken people, not outright

take us out. Obviously the mRNA shot with tons more Spike protein is deadly, but we should not discount

the damage from the virus. And how many were really released and continue to be released quietly?
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pimaCanyon Dec 26, 2023 · edited Dec 26, 2023

I think it's hilarious that the devil worshipers worked for years to create a deadly virus and all they got

was a virus that has an IFR lower than that of the flu! Then again, the purpose of the virus was to get

everyone to line up for the real bioweapon: The poison jabs. All they had to do was lie about the IFR,

make people believe that if they got covid, they would end up in the hospital and die, and that would

be enough for the sheep to beg for the poison jabs.
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z28.310 Dec 26, 2023

In early 2020 I remember reading about how the NIH gain of function ghouls spliced pieces of

HIV into covid. RFK's Fauci book helped me realize everything I thought I knew about HIV and

AIDS was wrong.

We are fortunate government scientists are as vulnerable to lies and propaganda as the rest of

us. Anything to slow down The Science is a win for humanity.
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jimmy the zit Dec 26, 2023

FOTU - aka fear of the unknown. This is exactly how you turn some people into mindless and

compliant drones.
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GFF Dec 26, 2023

When you're broke in the US and no one offers help with health problems, then the dominators come

along and offer free injections for a problem you don't even have yet, millionaire news reader parrots can't

fathom why there's no trust. When I took a loved one for cancer treatments, the first thing that happens is

you go into this little room where they talk about how you'll pay for it-- like buying a new car only more

expensive. Then when you get into the treatment room, you see row after row of infusion stations and

realize what a massive cash machine it is. They went through all the chemo and died hundreds of

thousands of dollars later. One med alone to deal with side effects was over $35,000.
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Mark terrell Dec 26, 2023

I wish the authors of the Korean study would actually produce some numbers indicating the number of
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I wish the authors of the Korean study would actually produce some numbers indicating the number of

people suffering these various disorders. All I could find is the statement, "statistically significant."

Government statisticians working for the health authority are yelling at everyone telling them to get

vaccinated because so many people are still being hospitalized and dying from covid (no numbers

released). And, according to independent authorities almost all of those people are vaccinated and

boosted, thus an example of "statistically significant" numbers being used to promote a false narrative.

LIKE (8) REPLY SHARE

Michael Folks Dec 26, 2023

Personality changes have been noticed in the Covid " Vaxxed", quicker to anger, Rage filled reactions to

once minor things, possible reasons why traffic accidents are higher?

LIKE (8) REPLY SHARE

Michael Folks Dec 26, 2023

Culling, ( Reducing) the Human population, a Worldwide Genocide, hidden in the guise of a " Vaccine",

nothing more.

LIKE (8) REPLY SHARE

Lawrence Butts Writes Lawrence’s Newsletter Dec 26, 2023

I can’t get upset about any of this anymore. The JN1 variant has mutated to be as infectious as it can be. It

has exhausted its ability for immune escape. And RIGHT now is evolving in a small domain toward high

virulence. The real pandemic of the vaccinated is about to begin. God help us.

https://open.substack.com/pub/philipmcmillan/p/geerts-concern-about-the-new-covid?

r=gjogf&utm_campaign=post&utm_medium=web

LIKE (7) REPLY (2) SHARE

pimaCanyon Dec 26, 2023 · edited Dec 26, 2023

make sure vit D level is above 50 ng/ml (>60 is best). Have on had several natural antivirals. Stephen

Buhner's book Herbal Antivirals is an excellent reference. Human immune system is a miracle if it's

kept in top running order. And when it needs a little help, the list of helpers is long, and many are

inexpensive and readily available.

LIKE (5) REPLY (2) SHARE

Lawrence Butts Writes Lawrence’s Newsletter Dec 26, 2023

Antivirals will be necessary for any vaccinated person to survive this. Once they are infected

they will die. Unvaccinated people will be fine. We have developed innate immunity to these

variants. This is going to be horrible. Millions will die quickly.

LIKE (4) REPLY (3) SHARE

pimaCanyon Dec 26, 2023 · edited Dec 26, 2023

I'm not so sure. I agree with you that the vaxxed will suffer more than the unvaxxed, but I'm

just not sure how much more. The shots created a huge range of injuries, from death at one

end of the spectrum to a sore arm at the other. I don't know whether that was because the

jabs were so poorly manufactured that some ended up being extremely toxic while others

were almost benign, or whether the difference was due to the state of health of the person

getting the jab. I know of 3 deaths and 9 serious life changing injuries from the jabs, but I

also know of more than 100 people who seemed to suffer no negative consequences. So

I'm thinking those folks somehow recovered from the effects of the jabs and if so they

should be fine when the next virus hits.
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Lawrence Butts Writes Lawrence’s Newsletter Dec 26, 2023

I am not talking about vaccine adverse reactions or injuries or deaths here. I am

talking about the killer (for the vaccinated) virus that is going to evolve from the new

JN1 variant. Here is a post I did a few months back on the immune escape variant.

Links at the end of article. Watch at least the first link. This is Black Plague bad.

Millions will die - quickly. They will not be able to be saved.

https://open.substack.com/pub/lawrencebutts/p/the-coming-pandemic-of-the-

vaccinated?r=gjogf&utm_medium=ios&utm_campaign=post
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pimaCanyon Dec 26, 2023

right. I guess I find it hard to believe in a killer virus. If the virus kills people, then it

will die as well because it won't be able to spread very far before its host is killed.

LIKE (2) REPLY (2) SHARE

Lawrence Butts Writes Lawrence’s Newsletter Dec 26, 2023

Here is the latest presentation on the JN1 variant evolution.

https://philipmcmillan.substack.com/p/geerts-concern-about-the-new-

covid

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Lawrence Butts Writes Lawrence’s Newsletter Dec 26, 2023

Since you refuse to take the time to look at what I have sent you…It is much

easier for you not to believe it. Ignorance is a blissful state. But it you take

the time to look at the article and links I have posted you might be of a

different mind? But you do what you want.

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

pimaCanyon Dec 26, 2023

There are lots of opinions out there. Geert Vanden Bossche has been

warning us of something terrible happening for nearly 3 years now.

Likewise Dr. Mike Yeadon and another virologist whose name escapes

me now. The point is we've been warned about widespread death and

destruction for nearly 3 years. So I take all these warnings with a grain

of salt, including yours. (17 million dead globally is actually widespread

death and destruction! But considering that 4 or 5 billion took the jabs,

most of them have escaped death. So far ;-)
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Lawrence Butts Writes Lawrence’s Newsletter Dec 27, 2023

You act like you are a rationalizing vaccinated person. Get

antivirals and start taking them if you want to survive this.
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Lawrence Butts Writes Lawrence’s Newsletter Dec 27, 2023

Did you watch the latest video I sent you?
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John Ransley Writes John’s Substack Dec 26, 2023

It`s early

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

Mckeekitty Dec 26, 2023

A destroyed immune system does not recover with time.

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

pimaCanyon Dec 26, 2023

if it's truly destroyed, yes I would agree. What we don't know about at this

point is the degree of the destruction. Healing is usually possible, but we're

dealing with something we've never dealt with before: tricking our own cells

into creating a toxic foreign protein. The unknowns are how long does the

trickery last and how much of the immune system did it destroy before the

trickery stopped.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

andrea Writes andrea’s Newsletter Dec 26, 2023

I do still pray and hope human nature will find a way to deal with the spikes and the NLP, for

all the innocent mislead people, among them my youngest daughter, gen z - not wanting to

listen to her conspiracy old medical doctor mum ..

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Janet Dec 26, 2023

And you know this how?

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Lawrence Butts Writes Lawrence’s Newsletter Dec 26, 2023 · edited Dec 26, 2023

Here is my article from a few months back - links at the bottom - watch at least the

first link. https://open.substack.com/pub/lawrencebutts/p/the-coming-pandemic-of-

the-vaccinated?r=gjogf&utm_medium=ios&utm_campaign=post

Then watch the updated presentation on the JN1 variant evolution. This is as real as it

gets. https://open.substack.com/pub/philipmcmillan/p/geerts-concern-about-the-

new-covid?r=gjogf&utm_campaign=post&utm_medium=web
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Lawrence Butts Writes Lawrence’s Newsletter Dec 26, 2023

Vaccinated folks will need antivirals like ivermectin. They will need to take prophylactic antivirals.

Nothing else has a chance of saving them. This is as serious as it gets.

LIKE (3) REPLY (1) SHARE

andrea Writes andrea’s Newsletter Dec 26, 2023

and aspirin against clotting and azithormycin against bacterial super infection and high

dose prednisone against neurological MS like inflammation, tinnitus ecc. and and and

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Donald Wood Writes Donald’s Substack Dec 26, 2023

I suspect you are right!

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Lawrence Butts Writes Lawrence’s Newsletter Dec 26, 2023

It’s the nightmare of all nightmares if I am.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

J.R. Dec 26, 2023

We have met the enemy (actually we already knew who they were), and it ain't the COVID denier nor the

Vaccine decrier!
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Frontera Lupita Dec 26, 2023

It’s the EUA mRNA SHOTS Stupid!

LIKE (7) REPLY SHARE

Chris Dec 26, 2023

Hell is empty and the demons are all here.

LIKED (6) REPLY SHARE

Stephanie Writes Stephanie’s Substack Dec 26, 2023

Sielgel is a paid stooge.
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Chiadrum Dec 26, 2023

Sweden did everything right until the jab. I wonder what sort of pressure was exerted?
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moando Dec 28, 2023

I've read Sweden is a vanguard country for the NWO that's why they were allowed a light touch with

the lockdowns, etc.

Also pointed out that Sweden is the primary country for chipping its citizens....and of course, Sweden

vaxxed them.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Gayle Wells Dec 26, 2023 · edited Dec 26, 2023

Excellent interview you did with Greg Hunter of USA Watchdog. How dare you say the exact words that

describes what is happening? Refreshing to say the least. I see people's minds morphing daily into reality

more and more. Plumber today and whole company he works for all very aware and sorry they took the

intervention. Now they are catching up on all their other hat tricks.

LIKED (6) REPLY (2) SHARE

JustANobody Dec 27, 2023

Can you share a link please? Thank you kindly.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Jennifer L. Dec 26, 2023 · edited Dec 26, 2023

Gayle Wells, you are correct about the recent interview MCM did with Greg Hunter. Also listened to

The Trevor Loudon Report now on the LFA TV channel (Rumble) and his recent interview with Ed

Dowd. Recommend both of these highly.

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

JustANobody Dec 27, 2023

Lkindly.Links please? Thank you!

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

Jennifer L. Dec 27, 2023

I am not sure the moderator for MCM substack will allow links. For Greg Hunter interview

go to Rumble.com and search USA Watchdog (Greg's show). Once it comes up you can

find the MCM interview. To find Trevor Loudon interview with Ed Dowd also go to

Rumble.com and search LFA TV. Once it comes up you will need to scroll down to find

Trevor's show. LFA TV has several podcasters so be patient as you scroll down to find it.

Good luck!
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KundaliniAndCellTowers 3 mins ago

EXCELLENT interview with Professor Miller. https://rumble.com/v41jmgt-cv19-vax-

was-rolling-thunder-global-propaganda-mark-crispin-miller.html
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Billy Bob Dec 26, 2023

On the cover of the December AARP ‘bulletin’ it says ‘your health questions answered’. On page 7, the

headline of an article says ‘I’m up to five covid boosters, should I really be signing up for yet another shot

now?’ And then they say ‘Yes, if you didn’t get a COVID vaccine this fall, you need to hustle and catch up’.

And it goes on from there.
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Jennifer L. Dec 26, 2023

As expected from the leftist run AARP, which sadly too many older people still pay attention to.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Beth Burton Dec 26, 2023

These people are scared shitless to say the Vax kills.
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AisforApril Dec 26, 2023

No truer 10 words. 

🎯
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Jennifer L. Dec 26, 2023

I figure it could have something to do with those same people getting the jab themselves.
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Turfseer Writes Turfseer’s Newsletter Dec 26, 2023

But he says vaccines saved lives too. Still with the fairy tales along with Covid--otherwise known as

repackaged flu!
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Donald Wood Writes Donald’s Substack Dec 26, 2023

they are loosing control of the bio-weapon covid narrative, but look out they are working over time on war,

economic collapse, borders collapse famine collapse etc, etc hey, do no worry, it could be worse!
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KarlM Alias Dec 26, 2023

This is what happens when you let an economic system carry on past its sell-by date.

Disease is the biggest moneymaker and always has been. We are the commodities now.
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Donald Wood Writes Donald’s Substack Dec 26, 2023

human commodities and lab. rats
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Jane Geraci Dec 26, 2023

Marc Siegel also said on Fox that the Covid vaccines “definitely saved lives”--I think that is hogwash. The

clinical trials certainly didn’t show that. “Modeling” studies did--where the authors started with an

assumption that the vaccines saved lives. Most studies from CDC and elsewhere that I saw excluded

partially vaccinated folks--which rather conveniently excludes people with early AEs or breakthrough

infections too.
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Annie Dec 26, 2023

That shill Segal ! He danced around that one! He came up with everything besides the poison shots

before he even mentioned the afore!
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Donald Wood Writes Donald’s Substack Dec 26, 2023

right, it was an after thought
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panyusg Dec 26, 2023

If 3 billion are to die, then this is just ripples of the death tsunami.

LIKE (3) REPLY (1) SHARE

Donald Wood Writes Donald’s Substack Dec 26, 2023

Deagle report
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Ted Dec 26, 2023

Comparisons with 2020 treatment rates as a benchmark are confounded by the denial-of-care

associated with the lockdowns.

The correlations with experimental drug uptake are nontrivial, but what the numbers reveal are harms of

multivariate origin. The "non-medical interventions" imposed on a vulnerable populace were deplored

within the long-standing pandemic protocols for a very good reason. Some percentage of the elevated

excess death numbers constitutes that very good reason.

Meanwhile, the experiment continues, an experiment that any ethical researcher would have ended

immediately upon evaluation of the initial trial data.
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Skupe Dec 26, 2023

Another perfect reason NOT to take the shots and boosters, if you need another one.
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EmilyTVProducer Writes @EmilyTVProducer Dec 26, 2023

Vancer

Vog (vaccine fog)
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sarah k Dec 26, 2023 · edited Dec 26, 2023

same in ireland with the increase in road accidents and deaths.

from today's irish news:

" The number of people killed on Irish roads this year has far exceeded last year’s total.

Minister of State with responsibility for roads Jack Chambers said it has been a “horrendous year on our

roads” with 171 people losing their lives so far this year – 31 more than there were in 2022."

Here are the official figures from the last 6 years:

2018: 140 deaths

2019: 141 deaths

2020: 147 deaths

2021: 137 deaths

2022: 156 deaths

2023: 171 deaths (so far)
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Ty Dec 26, 2023

Bring in the self driving cars, they will say. Create the problem and it's solution 

🙄
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Donna LaBruno Dec 27, 2023

I am definitely seeing a lot more road rage and road accidents, as well as irresponsible driving. Granted, I

live in a metropolis area where there are a lot of drivers. But over the past couple of years, I can definitely

tell you that people are driving crazier and crazier. My friends and I had a conversation about it and it’s

obvious to them, as well. I recently had a conversation with a couple of our local firefighters and

emergency responders. I asked them if the number of calls they receive daily has gone up in the past two

years. They looked at me with big eyes and said “oh, yes, definitely. The number of calls has probably

doubled in the past couple of years.” I wonder why???? I wonder what’s different in the past couple of

years? 

🤨
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Fast Eddy Dec 26, 2023

More... in 24!
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The Eagle Writes TheEaglefliesfree Dec 29, 2023

"Vacunas" Covid 19: crímenes contra la humanidad y genocidio...

https://theeaglefliesfree.substack.com/p/vacunas-covid19-en-memoria-de-las
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Wes Alexander Writes Wes’s Substack Dec 28, 2023

RE Vax Mandates & Unintended Consequences - Government initiatives tend to fail because they lack

competitive pricing mechanisms that measure effectiveness and value. This trend has gotten worse as

more and more authority moves away from local control toward higher levels of central control.

Governments based on politically expedient special interests–instead of moral principle–tend to use our

money and their version of how people should live, to dictate ‘feel-good’ solutions. And this is usually for

their personal benefit. The truth is, government does not have insider knowledge on what individuals need

and how they will respond. Governments have become nothing more than massive tyrannies. God gave us

freedom to choose. Why does government attempt to do what even God did not? Stop listening to amoral

ignorant people. Stop listening to governments who do--what is illegal and immoral for you & I to do. If it is

wrong for me to dictate/control how your body should be treated; it is wrong when a group of people

(government agencies) dictate/control how your body should be treated.

Albert Einstein (1879-1955) Whoever is careless with the truth in small matters cannot be trusted with

important matters.
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MerBear Dec 27, 2023

He is no Doctor, He is a lying bastard!
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Crispin Dec 26, 2023

The old 'blow the whistle before someone else does' false savior routine. Get a little dirty then sneak out

back and go on the lam.
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William Lester Dec 26, 2023

nothing but propaganda in the United States of America despite what the world is reporting
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Cat Dec 26, 2023

Talk about ACTING and incorporating truth with lies. The MSM doc couldn’t get to the vax kill

BIOWEAPON until he made sure he put doubt into his “report” like DEATHS CAUED BY obesity suicide

drug abuse blah blah blah....”oh and the vaccination no doubt saved a lot of lives but no one knows the

long term effects. “. 

😵💫💉☠

 REALLY???

OMG what a useless disgusting POS doc interview, set up to give hope to vaccinated and to COVER UP

THEIR PUPPET-MASTERS PLANNED MURDER OF BILLIONS.
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Mitch Wells Writes Fine frenzy rolling Dec 26, 2023

A very healthy woman I know has aplastic anemia after the shot, but the doctors want to deny a

connection.
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Napoleon Writes The Narrow Path Dec 27, 2023

My hypochondriac Aunt told me all about her anemia issues and the hundreds of tests she's been

through. Of course it is from the shots but I refuse to tell her that because she is completely mind-

controlled by the medical industrial complex (she screamed at me and wouldn't talk to me for a year

during the height of the covid me-too freakout). I told her it is probably internal hemmoroids. She was

completely happy with my non-doctor diagnosis and can now continue on with the shots (like she

would ever stop taking the shots).
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would ever stop taking the shots).
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TheWitness Dec 28, 2023

Dr. Marc Siegal is trying real hard to not wake up. He knows the facts and the reason why, but will never

admit it as he can not come to terms with how much an ass he's been over the last 3 years. He and many

like him were criminal propagandists. Shame shame shame.
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Nicholas Wind Dec 27, 2023

I know most people here are awake so I'm posting this because of MCM's reach.

And hopefully folks will SHARE SHARE SHARE.

https://drtrozzi.org/2023/12/26/saying-no-to-financial-slavery/

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Jennifer L. Dec 26, 2023

Marc, I stopped listening to Faux News years ago but did watch the clip you linked too. Siegel also stupidly

claimed the mRNA shots saved lives. Near as I know there is NO proof of that claim.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

umabird Dec 26, 2023

1. 'A retrospective study revealed that hospital admission rates were far higher for respiratory syncytial

virus (RSV) than for the Omicron strain of SARS-CoV-2 or influenza A/B in children presenting at Swedish

emergency departments (EDs) from August 2021 to September 2022.

Hospitalization rates were 81.7% for RSV, 31.5% for Omicron, and 27.7% for influenza, Pontus Hedberg,

MD, PhD, and researchers from the Karolinska Institutet in Stockholm reported. The results appeared in a

JAMA Pediatricsopens in a new tab or window research letter.'

https://www.medpagetoday.com/infectiousdisease/uritheflu/108017?xid=nl_mpt_DHE_2023-12-

26&eun=g1168912d0r&utm_source=Sailthru&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Daily%20Headlines

%20Evening%202023-12-26&utm_term=NL_Daily_DHE_dual-gmail-definition

2. 'Vaccine doses, Switzerland and Liechtenstein, 21.12.2020 to 03.07.2023'

'Administered vaccine doses 193,84 per 100 inhabitants.'

https://www.covid19.admin.ch/en/vaccination/doses?vaccRel=inz100&demoSum=total

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Brandon Vamos Dec 26, 2023

Professor emeritus died of turbo leukemia https://caggianomemorial.com/book-of-

memories/5347992/Kayal-Philip/index.php

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Jerry Newfield Writes Jerry’s Substack Dec 26, 2023

Well, the Fox mention of the vaccine is rather tentative, but it's something. They should also cover this: all

those COVID viral mutations came out of a lab: https://thehighwire.com/editorial/japanese-scientists-

find-indisputable-evidence-that-all-covid-variants-are-man-made/?

utm_source=substack&utm_medium=email
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TheWitness Dec 26, 2023

The glut of these reports are slowly waking the masses. Now how do we releive the back pressure without

blowing a gasket.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Michael Folks Dec 26, 2023

I understand, the Biden Regime, is arresting reporters, who don't follow the narratives...

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Michael Folks Dec 26, 2023

When not 100% of the population, bought into the jabs what group(Cabal), set up an investigation as to

why, titled the "Mercury Program"? (Nothing to do with Spaceflight).

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

jimmy the zit Dec 26, 2023

The Thiel/Musk cabal

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE
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